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Abstract

We propose a new method for cancer subtype classifi-

cation from histopathological images, which can automat-

ically detect tumor-specific features in a given whole slide

image (WSI). The cancer subtype should be classified by re-

ferring to a WSI, i.e., a large-sized image (typically 40,000

× 40,000 pixels) of an entire pathological tissue slide,

which consists of cancer and non-cancer portions. One dif-

ficulty arises from the high cost associated with annotating

tumor regions in WSIs. Furthermore, both global and local

image features must be extracted from the WSI by chang-

ing the magnifications of the image. In addition, the image

features should be stably detected against the differences of

staining conditions among the hospitals/specimens. In this

paper, we develop a new CNN-based cancer subtype classi-

fication method by effectively combining multiple-instance,

domain adversarial, and multi-scale learning frameworks

in order to overcome these practical difficulties. When the

proposed method was applied to malignant lymphoma sub-

type classifications of 196 cases collected from multiple

hospitals, the classification performance was significantly

better than the standard CNN or other conventional meth-

ods, and the accuracy compared favorably with that of stan-

dard pathologists.

1. Introduction

In this study, we propose a novel convolutional neural

network (CNN)-based method for cancer subtype classifi-

cation by using digital pathological images of hematoxylin-

and-eosin (H&E) stained tissue specimens as inputs. Since

a whole slide image (WSI) obtained by digitizing an en-

tire pathological tissue slide is too large to feed into a

CNN [22, 31, 18, 8], it is common to extract a large number

of patches from the WSI [9, 12, 27, 37, 19, 34, 5, 38, 2, 17].

If it can be known whether each patch is a tumor region or
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not, the CNN can be trained by using each patch as a la-

beled training instance. However, the cost to annotate each

of a large number of patch labels is too high. When patch la-

bel annotation is not available, cancer subtype classification

tasks are challenging in the following three respects.

The first difficulty is that tumor and non-tumor regions

are mixed in a WSI. Therefore, when pathologists actually

conduct subtype classification, it is necessary to find out

which part of the slide contains the tumor region, and per-

form subtype classification based on the features of the tu-

mor region. The second practical difficulty is that staining

conditions vary greatly depending on the specimen condi-

tions and the hospital from which the specimen was taken.

Therefore, pathologists perform tumor region identification

and subtype classification by carefully considering the dif-

ferent staining conditions. The last difficulty is that differ-

ent features of tissues are observed when the magnification

of the pathological image is changed. Pathologists conduct

diagnosis by changing the magnification of a microscope

repeatedly to find out various features of the tissues.

In order to develop a practical CNN-based subtype clas-

sification system, our main idea is to introduce mechanisms

that mimic these pathologist’s actual practices. To address

the above three difficulties simultaneously, we effectively

combine multiple instance learning (MIL), domain adver-

sarial (DA) normalization, and multi-scale (MS) learning

techniques. Although each of these techniques has been

studied in the literatures, we demonstrate that their effective

and careful combination enables us to develop a CNN-based

system that performs significantly better than the standard

CNN or other conventional methods.

We applied the proposed method to malignant lym-

phoma subtype classifications of 196 cases collected from

80 hospitals, and demonstrated that the accuracy of the pro-

posed method compared favorably with standard patholo-

gists. It was also confirmed that the proposed method not

only performed better than conventional methods, but also

performed subtype classification in a similar way to pathol-

ogists in the sense that the method correctly paid attention

to tumor regions in images of various different scales.
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The main contributions of our study are as follows. First,

we developed a novel CNN-based digital pathology im-

age classification method by effectively combining MIL,

DA and MS approaches. Second, we applied the proposed

method to malignant lymphoma classification tasks with

196 WSIs of H&E stained histological tissue slides, col-

lected for the purpose of consultation by an expert pathol-

ogist on malignant lymphoma. Finally, as a result of con-

firmation by immunostaining in the above malignant lym-

phoma subtype classification tasks, it was confirmed that

the proposed method performed subtype classification by

correctly paying attention to the true tumor regions from

images at various different scales of magnification.

2. Preliminaries

Here we present our problem setup and three related

techniques that are incorporated into the proposed method

in the next section. In this paper, we use the following

notations. For any natural number N , we define [N ] :=
{1, . . . , N}. We call a vector for which the elements are

non-negative and sum-to-one a probability vector. Given

two probability vectors p, q, L(p, q) represents their cross

entropy.

2.1. Problem setup

Consider a training set for a binary pathological image

classification problem obtained from N patients. We denote

the training set as {(Xn,Yn)}
N
n=1, where Xn is the whole

slide image (WSI) and Yn is the two-dimensional class la-

bel one-hot vector of the nth patient for n ∈ [N ]. We also

define a set of N -dimensional vectors {Dn}
N
n=1 for which

the nth element is one and the others are zero. Since each

WSI is too huge to directly feed into a CNN, a patch-based

approach is usually employed. In this paper, we consider

patches with 224× 224 pixels.

In cancer pathology, since tumor and non-tumor regions

are mixed, not all patches from a positive-class slide contain

positive class-specific (tumor) information. Thus, we bor-

row an idea from multiple instance learning (MIL) (the de-

tail of MIL will be described in § 2.2). Specifically, we con-

sider a group of patches, and assume that each group from

a positive class slide contains at least a few patches hav-

ing positive class-specific information, whereas each group

from a negative class slide does not contain any patches hav-

ing positive-class specific information. Furthermore, when

pathologists diagnose patients, they observe the glass slide

at multiple different scales. To mimic this, we consider

patches with multiple different scales.

We denote the groups of patches at different scales as

follows. We use the notation s ∈ [S] to indicate the index of

scales (e.g., if scales 10x and 20x are considered, S = 2).

The set of groups (called bags in MIL framework) in the

nth WSI is denoted by Bn for n ∈ [N ]. Then, each group

(bag) b ∈ Bn is characterized by a set of patches (called

instances in the MIL framework) I
(s)
b for b ∈ Bn and s ∈

[S], where the superscript (s) indicates that these patches

are taken from scale s. Figure 1 illustrates the notions of a

WSI, groups (bags), patches (instances), and scales.

2.2. Multiple instance learning (MIL)

Multiple-instance learning (MIL) is a type of weakly su-

pervised learning problem, where instance labels are not ob-

served but labels for groups of instances called bags are ob-

served. In the binary classification setting, a positive label

is assigned to a bag if the bag contains at least one positive

instance, while a negative label is assigned to a bag if the

bag only contains negative instances. Figure 2 illustrates

MIL for a binary classification problem. Various models

and learning algorithms for MIL have been studied in the

literatures [14, 26, 40, 1, 24, 7, 36].

MIL has been successfully applied to classification prob-

lems with histopathological images [10, 13, 20, 11, 32, 6].

For example, for binary classification of malignant and be-

nign patients, WSIs for malignant patients contain both ma-

lignant and benign patches, while WSIs for benign patients

only contain benign patches. If we regard the WSIs for ma-

lignant/benign patients as positive/negative bags and malig-

nant/benign patches as positive/negative instances, respec-

tively, the above binary classification problem can be inter-

preted as an MIL problem. The MIL framework is useful in

histopathological image classification when no annotation

is made for each extracted patch. Our main idea in this pa-

per is to use MIL framework in order to automatically iden-

tify multiple regions of interest at multiple different scales.

2.3. Domainadversarial neural network

Slide-wise differences in staining conditions, as illus-

trated in Fig. 3, highly degrade the classification accuracy.

To overcome this difficulty, appropriate pre-processing such

as color normalization [30, 25, 21, 4, 39] or color augmen-

tation [23, 29] would be required. Color normalization ad-

justs the color of input images to the target color distribu-

tion. Color augmentation suppresses the effect of outly-

ing colors by generating augmented images while slightly

changing the color of an original image.

Domain-adversarial (DA) [15] training has been pro-

posed to ignore the differences among training instances

that do not contribute to the classification task. In the

histopathological image classification setting, Lafarge et

al. [23] introduced a DA training approach, and demon-

strated that it was superior to color augmentation, stain nor-

malization, and their combination. In the proposed method,

we use a DA training approach within the MIL framework

for histopathological image classification by regarding each

patient as an individual domain so that the staining condi-

tion of each patient’s slide can effectively be ignored.
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WSI

Bags Instances

Figure 1: A brief illustration of the notions of a WSI, bags, instances (patches), and scales. A large number of 224×224-pixel

image patches are extracted from an entire WSI at multiple different scales. In the problem setup considered in this paper,

instance class labels are not observed, but the class labels for groups of instances called bags are observed. It is important to

note that each bag contains patches taken at multiple different scales. This enables us to detect multiple regions of interest

from multiple different scale images.

Nega�ve bags Posi�ve bags

Nega�ve instancePosi�ve instance Bag

Figure 2: Explanation of MIL. Positive bags are generated

from WSIs with positive subtype labels and negative bags

are generated from WSIs with negative subtype labels. Only

the image patches of class-specific regions, such as tumors

in positive-class WSIs, are regarded as positive instances.

2.4. Multiscale pathology image analysis

Pathologists observe different features at different scales

of magnification. For example, global tissue structure and

detailed shapes of nuclei can be seen at low and high scales

of magnification, respectively. Although most of the exist-

ing studies on histopathological image analysis use a fixed

single scale, some studies use multiple scales [3, 16, 35, 33].

When multi-scale images are available in histopathologi-

cal image analysis, a common approach is to use them hier-

archically from low resolution to high resolution. Namely, a

low-resolution image is first used to detect regions of inter-

est, and then high-resolution images of the detected regions

Figure 3: Entire WSIs of H&E stained tissues prepared at

different facilities. Variety in staining conditions can be

seen among different staining protocols.

are used for further detailed analysis. Another approach is

to automatically select the appropriate scale from the im-

age itself. For example, Tokunaga et al. [33] employed a

mixture-of-expert network, where each expert was trained

with images of different scale, and the gating network se-

lected which expert should be used for segmentation.

In this study, we noted that expert pathologists conduct
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diagnosis by changing the magnification of a microscope

repeatedly to find out various features of the tissues. This

indicates that the analysis of multiple regions at multiple

scales plays a significant role in subtype classification. In

order to mimic this pathologists’ practice, we propose a

novel method to use multiple patches at multiple different

scales within the MIL framework. In contrast to the hier-

archical or selective usage of multi-scale images, our ap-

proach uses multi-scale images simultaneously.

3. Proposed method

In the proposed method, the subtype of each patient is

predicted based on the H&E stained WSI by summarizing

the predicted class labels of the bags taken from the WSI.

Specifically, given a test WSI Xn, the class label probability

is simply predicted as P (Ŷn = 1) = p1/(p1 + p0), where

p1 = exp

(

1

|Bn|

∑

b∈Bn

logP (Ŷb = 1)

)

,

p0 = exp

(

1

|Bn|

∑

b∈Bn

logP (Ŷb = 0)

)

.

Here, P (Ŷb = 1) and P (Ŷb = 0) are the class label proba-

bilities of the bag b ∈ Bn.

The bag’s class label probability is obtained as the output

of the proposed CNN network, as depicted in Fig. 4. It con-

sists of the following three building blocks. Feature extrac-

tor Gf : x 7→ h is a CNN which maps a 224×224-pixel im-

age x into a Q-dimensional feature vector h. It is denoted

as h = Gf(x; θf) where θf is the set of trainable parame-

ters. Bag class label predictor Gy : {hi}i∈Ib
7→ P (Ŷb) is

an NN with an attention mechanism [20] that maps the set

of feature vectors in a bag b into the probabilities of the bag

class label Ŷb. Gy(·; θy) is characterized by a set of train-

able parameters θy, where (V ,w) ∈ θy are the sets of pa-

rameters for the attention network. Using Q′-dimensional

feature vectors {h′
i}i∈Ib

generated through the fully con-

nected layer, the attention weighted feature vector z ∈ R
Q′

is obtained as z =
∑

i∈Ib
aih

′
i, where each attention is de-

fined as

ai =
exp

(

w
⊤tanh(V h

′
i)
)

∑

j∈Ib
exp

(

w⊤tanh(V h′
j)
) , i ∈ Ib.

Domain predictor Gd : h 7→ P (d̂) is a simple NN that maps

a feature vector h into domain label probabilities P (d̂). It

is denoted as Gd(h; θd), where θd is the set of trainable

parameters. Training of the proposed CNN network is con-

ducted in two stages. In the first stage, a single-scale DA-

MIL network (the top one in Fig. 4) is trained to obtain the

feature extractor Gf(·; θ
(s)
f ) for each scale s ∈ [S]. Then, in

the second stage, a multi-scale DA-MIL network (the bot-

tom one in Fig. 4) is trained by plugging the S trained fea-

ture extractors into the network.

3.1. Stage1: singlescale learning

In stage 1, a single-scale DA-MIL network is trained for

each scale s ∈ [S] to predict the bag class labels where each

bag only contains patches from the image of scale s. Here

we modified the DA regularization [15] in order to apply it

to only image patches with lower attention weights of MIL.

The training task of a single-scale DA-MIL network is for-

mulated as the following minimization problem:

(

θ̂
(s)
f , θ̂(s)y , θ̂

(s)
d

)

← arg min
θ
(s)
f ,θ

(s)
y ,θ

(s)
d

N
∑

n=1

∑

b∈Bn

L(Yn, P (Ŷ
(s)
b ))

− λ
N
∑

n=1

∑

b∈Bn

1

|I
(s)
b |

∑

i∈I
(s)
b

βiL(Dn, Gd(hi; θ
(s)
d )), (1)

where

P (Ŷ
(s)
b ) = Gy

(

{Gf(xi; θ
(s)
f )}

i∈I
(s)
b

; θ(s)y

)

,

βi = max
aj

{aj |j ∈ I
(s)
b } − ai.

In eq. (1), the first term is the loss function for bag class

label prediction, while the second term is the penalty func-

tion for DA regularization, which is weighted by attentions

for each instance. The loss function is simply defined by

the cross entropy between the true class label and predicted

class label probability. Here, the bag class label is pre-

dicted by only using instances for which the attentions are

large. The DA regularization term is also defined by the

cross entropy between the domain label and the predicted

domain label probability. By penalizing the domain pre-

diction capability using DA regularization, the feature ex-

tractor Gf(·; θ
(s)
f ) for each s ∈ [S] is trained so that the

difference in staining conditions can be ignored.

3.2. Stage2: multiscale learning

In stage 2, a multi-scale DA-MIL network is trained

to predict the bag class label where each bag contains in-

stances (patches) across different scales. The bag class label

is predicted as

P (Ŷb) = Gy

(

{{Gf(xi; θ̂
(s)
f )}

i∈I
(s)
b

}Ss=1; θ
(all)
y

)

,

where the set of feature extractors Gf(·; θ̂
(s)
f ), s ∈ [S],

which were already trained in the first stage, are plugged

in. The training of the set of parameters θ
(all)
y is formulated

as the following minimization problem:

θ̂(all)y ← arg min
θ
(all)
y

N
∑

n=1

∑

b∈Bn

L(Yn, P (Ŷb)). (2)
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Figure 4: An illustration of the structure of the proposed network. Single scale DA-MIL networks are trained in stage 1 for

each scale s ∈ [S] (top). A multi-scale DA-MIL (MS-DA-MIL) network is trained in stage 2 (bottom). Loss function Lbag

and Ld are the loss functions for the predicted bag labels and domain labels in eq. (1). In MS-DA-MIL, feature extractors

G
(s)
f , which were domain-adversarially trained with DA-MIL are employed to generate feature vectors from the instances in

bags I
(s)
b and those feature vectors for all S scales are aggregated for calculating attention weights.

3.3. Algorithm

The algorithm of our proposed method is described in

Algorithm 1. Each parameter update is conducted by using

the instances (patches) in each bag as a mini-batch.

4. Experiments

Dataset Our experimental database of malignant lym-

phoma was composed of 196 clinical cases, which repre-

sented difficult lymphoma cases from 80 different institu-

tions, and had been sent to an expert pathologist for diag-

nostic consultation. As malignant lymphoma has a lot of

subtypes, in addition to observing an H&E stained tissue,

serial sections from the same patient’s sample are immuno-

histochemically stained to confirm its expression patterns

for final decision making. It is expected that predicting

various subtypes of malignant lymphoma is quite difficult

by analyzing only the H&E stained tissue images and its

difficulty was not revealed. We use the cases with only

five typical types of malignant lymphoma: diffuse large B-

cell lymphoma (DLBCL), angioimmunoblastic T-cell lym-

phoma (AITL), classical Hodgkin’s lymphoma mixed cellu-
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Figure 5: Visualization of attention weights in DA-MIL and corresponding IHC stained tissues: The left column is original

H&E stained tissue images, the center column is visualized attention weights and the right column is CD20 stained tissue

images of the same case. Attention weights in each bag are normalized between 0 to 1, and heat map from blue to red is

assigned to between 0 to 1. The attention-weight map in the upper row is generated from 10x WSI, and the lower one is from

20x WSI. We can confirm that the red regions in the visualization results corresponds to the stained regions with brown in

CD20 IHC stained tissue specimens.

larity (HLMC) and classical Hodgkin’s lymphoma nodular

sclerosis (HLNS). In addition, DLBCL is classified into two

subtypes; germinal center B-cell (GCB) and non-germinal

center B-cell (non-GCB) types. In this experiment, as a first

step, we perform two-class classification, which discrim-

inates DLBCL consisting both GCB and non-GCB types

from the other three non-DLBCL classes including AITL,

HLMC and HLNS. In applying our proposed method to

this classification problem, DLBCL and non-DLBCL are

respectively defined as positive and negative classes, as ex-

plained in the previous sections. Here, the positive instance

means that an instance has the capability to discriminate

DLBCL from non-DLBCL, and it should be in tumor re-

gions of DLBCL cases because non-tumor regions in DL-

BCL are expected to have similar features to those in non-

tumor regions in non-DLBCL cases. Hence, a bag indicates

a set of image patches extracted from a WSI, where positive

instances represent images from tumor regions in DLBCL

and negative instances represent images from non-tumor re-

gions in DLBCL and all patches in non-DLBCL. As the to-

tal number of DLBCL cases was 98, the same number of

non-DLBCL cases were selected from AITL, HLMC and

HLNS cases. All glass slides of the H&E stained tissue

specimens collected as mentioned above were scanned with

an Aperio ScanScopeXT (Leica Biosystems, Germany) at

20x magnification (0.50 um/pixel).

Experimental setup In the experiments, we used 10x (1.0

um/pixel) and 20x-magnification (0.50 um/pixel) images,

that is, the scale parameter S was set to 2. We split the

dataset mentioned above into 60% training data, 20% vali-

dation data and 20% test data, with consideration of patient-

wise separation. In order to generate bags, 100 of 224×224-

pixel image patches were randomly extracted from tissue

regions in a WSI for each scale. The maximum number of

bags generated from each WSI was determined as 50. In

extracting image patches for multi-scale, the same regions

were selected for each scale as shown in Fig. 1, and we ob-

tained a total of 200 image patches of 100 regions for each

bag in our experiment. In the case where the total number of

image patches included in a WSI was less than 3,000, data

augmentation was performed by rotating image patches by

90, 180 and 270 degrees. In the training step, the network

trained a bag and renewed parameters for one iteration, and

training was performed in 10 epochs where image patches

in bags were shuffled for each training epoch. The domain-

regularization parameter λ was determined for each epoch

as λ = 2
1+exp(−10r) − 1, with r = Current epoch m

Total epochs M
×α, where

α is a hyperparameter, where the best parameter α that

showed the highest accuracy on the validation data was set

for testing. In this experiment, VGG16 [31] pre-trained with

ImageNet was employed as the feature extractor Gf(·; θf)
and the dimension of the output features was Q = 25, 088.

In the label predictor Gy(·; θy), a 25,088-dimensional vec-

tor was converted into a 512-dimensional vector by the fully

connected layer, before the attention mechanism, namely Q′

was set to 512. In the attention network, the numbers of in-

put and hidden units were 512 and 128, respectively. For
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Algorithm 1 Parameter update in MS-DA-MIL training.

Input: training set {(Xn,Yn)}
N
n=1 with domain label

{Dn}
N
n=1, learning rate η, domain regularization param-

eter λ, train epochs M

% stage 1: train feature extractor Gf(·; θ
(s)
f ), class pre-

dictor Gy(·; θ
(s)
y ), domain predictor Gd(·; θ

(s)
d )

for m = 1 to M do

for s = 1 to S do

for n = 1 to N do

for b = 1 to |Bn| do

{hi}i∈I
(s)
b

← {Gf(xi; θ
(s)
f )}

i∈I
(s)
b

Lbag ← L
(

Yn, Gy({hi}i∈I
(s)
b

; θ
(s)
y )
)

Ld ←
1

|I
(s)
b

|

∑

i∈I
(s)
b

L
(

Dn, Gd(hi; θ
(s)
d )
)

L′
d ←

1

|I
(s)
b

|

∑

i∈I
(s)
b

βiL
(

Dn, Gd(hi; θ
(s)
d )
)

βi = maxaj
{aj |j ∈ I

(s)
b } − ai

θ
(s)
y ← θ

(s)
y − η

∂Lbag

∂θ
(s)
y

θ
(s)
d ← θ

(s)
d − ηλ ∂Ld

∂θ
(s)
d

θ
(s)
f ← θ

(s)
f − η

(

∂Lbag

∂θ
(s)
f

− λ ∂L′

d

∂θ
(s)
f

)

end for

end for

end for

end for

% stage 2: train class predictor Gy(·; θ
(all)
y )

for m = 1 to M do

for n = 1 to N do

for b = 1 to |Bn| do

Lall ← L(Yn, P (Ŷb))

P (Ŷb) = Gy({{Gf(xi; θ
(s)
f )}

i∈I
(s)
b

}Ss=1; θ
(all)
y )

θ
(all)
y ← θ

(all)
y − η ∂Lall

∂θ
(all)
y

end for

end for

end for

Output: neural network {{θ
(s)
f }

S
s=1, θ

(all)
y }

the domain predictor Gd(·; θd), a 25,088-dimensional vec-

tor was reduced to a 1,024-dimensional vector by the fully

connected layer, and a domain label was predicted from it.

The variety of staining conditions could have occurred even

if the slides were produced at the same institution, so we

regarded each patient as an individual domain in DA learn-

ing, and assigned different domain labels to each slide. Pa-

rameters in the network were optimized by SGD momen-

tum [28], where the learning rate and momentum were set

to 0.0001 and 0.9, respectively.

Results Table 1 shows the classification results of each

method, where the values are the means and standard er-

rors determined by 5-fold cross validation. In the ta-

ble, “patch-based” indicates a CNN classification method

whereby the same corresponding label to a case was given

for all image patches extracted from the WSI, and where

pre-trained VGG16 was used as a CNN model. The output

probability Ppatch of the patch-based method is defined as

Ppatch(Ŷn = 1) = p1 patch/(p1 patch + p0 patch), where

p1 patch = exp

(

1

|In|

∑

i∈In

logP (ŷi = 1)

)

,

p0 patch = exp

(

1

|In|

∑

i∈In

logP (ŷi = 0)

)

.

Here, In is a set of image patches extracted from the nth

WSI, and P (ŷi = 1) is the probability for an input image

patch xi to be classified to DLBCL. The maximum number

of 224× 224-pixel image patches extracted from each WSI

was set to 5,000, as the case had instances from the same

number of regions. DA-MIL in the table has the same mean-

ing as MS-DA-MIL with scale parameter S = 1. We con-

firmed that MS-DA-MIL showed the highest classification

accuracy compared with those of patch-based and attention-

MIL. In particular, it was confirmed that the classification

accuracy of MS-DA-MIL was higher than that of DA-MIL,

which could provide us with encouragement to make use of

multi-scale input for pathology image classification.

In addition, we visualized the distribution of attention

weights, which were calculated for correctly classified cases

into DLBCL. Figure 5 shows the images of an H&E stained

tissue, corresponding attention-weight map and CD20 im-

munohistochemically stained tissue specimen for a serial

section of the same case. For the attention-weight maps in

the middle columns of Fig. 5, attention weights were nor-

malized between 0 to 1 in each bag, and blue to red (0 to 1)

heat map was generated. Thus, red regions in the attention-

weight maps represent the highest contribution for classifi-

cation in each bag. Because CD20 is an IHC staining that

neoplastic B-cells mainly react and shows strong positivity,

we can visually confirm the validity of the attention weights

of the proposed DA-MIL. In CD20 stained images, positive

regions are stained in brown by diaminobenzidine and neg-

ative regions are stained in blue by hematoxylin. In compar-

ison to those images, we can see that the attention weights

showed higher values in the CD20-positive regions. On the

other hand, CD20-negative regions showed low values in

the attention-weight maps, and image patches in such re-

gions did not contribute to classification. According to the

above results, we showed the appropriate assignment of at-

tention weights. Figure 6 shows the images of an H&E im-

age and its attention-weight maps calculated by MS-DA-
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Figure 6: Visualization of attention weights in MS-DA-MIL inputs: The left column is the original H&E stained tissue

images, and the center and right-hand columns are the visualized attention weights for 10x and 20x by MS-DA-MIL, re-

spectively. We can confirm that one scale had a higher contribution for classification than the other, which means that

class-specific features exist at different magnification scales depending on the individual cases.

Table 1: Comparison of the validation measurement among conventional and proposed methods at each magnification scale,

where each result shows the mean value and standard error determined by 5-fold cross validation. Patch-based, attention-

based MIL, DA-MIL and MS-DA-MIL were compared, and our proposed method MS-DA-MIL showed the highest accuracy.

Method Magnification Accuracy Precision Recall

Patch-based 10x 0.740±0.030 0.812±0.054 0.641±0.049

Patch-based 20x 0.754±0.023 0.799±0.033 0.692±0.057

Attention-based MIL 10x 0.811±0.018 0.860±0.046 0.772±0.071

Attention-based MIL 20x 0.826±0.022 0.909±0.044 0.742±0.061

DA-MIL (ours) 10x 0.836±0.012 0.927±0.037 0.743±0.046

DA-MIL (ours) 20x 0.857±0.014 0.927±0.039 0.793±0.061

MS-DA-MIL (ours) 10x, 20x 0.871±0.028 0.927±0.025 0.813±0.066

MIL. Similarly to DA-MIL, attention weights in each bag

were normalized from 0 to 1, and attention-weight maps

for each scale were generated with heat map. As we can

see in Fig. 6, one of them has high attention weights in the

10x image, while the other shows high attention weights in

the 20x image. Therefore, there exists appropriate magni-

fication to obtain class-specific features depending on the

cases, and MS-DA-MIL could consider this and show the

effectiveness of multi-scale input analysis.

5. Conclusion

We proposed a new CNN for cancer subtype classifica-

tion from unannotated histopathological images which ef-

fectively combines MI, DA, and MS learning frameworks

in order to mimic the actual diagnosis process of patholo-

gists. When the proposed method was applied to malignant

lymphoma subtype classifications of 196 cases, the perfor-

mance was significantly better than that of standard CNN

or other conventional methods, and the accuracy compared

favorably with that of standard pathologists.
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